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CRSP  
Center for Research in Security Prices 
 

CRSP® DATA STANDARD SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT 

 

CRSP® Data Files are licensed for Subscriber’s Internal Use (as defined below) solely 
for display and analysis on the number of servers, workstations, and from off-site by 
direct access via the numbers of laptops, other off-site devices, and other direct dial-
up/connect access to Subscriber’s premises, and such additional uses as are permitted 
in the statement of use set forth in the following sections. For the purposes of this 
Agreement, “Internal Use” means use for the Subscriber’s benefit by faculty, students 
and staff at the specific campus identified in the preamble above, and on one computer 
system or approved server and group of networked workstations in conjunction with 
software applications solely for the purposes of researching and analyzing stock 
trends, including but not limited to, preparation of reports, but expressly excludes 
further dissemination of the information or data contained in the CRSP® Data Files in 
electronic form or use for the construction of products or services. “Internal Use” does 
not include use by a parent or affiliated organization of a Subscriber, a joint venture to 
which a Subscriber is a party, or the private use for consulting or publication by 
Subscriber’s agents or employees, and “Subscriber” is a single legal entity (whether a 
corporation, limited liability company, partnership, trust, or not for profit educational 
or charitable institution or governmental entity). Internal Use does not include use for 
consulting or other for-profit uses by Subscriber.  

Subscriber agrees that it will not transfer, sell, publish, redistribute or release or 
otherwise make available the CRSP® Data Files or the data contained therein to any 
individual or third party who is not a faculty member, student or staff member of 
Subscriber without having received express written permission from CRSP® in 
advance. In the event Subscriber becomes aware of any unauthorized use by a third 
party of CRSP® Data Files licensed to Subscriber, Subscriber will give CRSP® prompt 
written notice thereof, and will cooperate with CRSP® in investigating same. 

Subscriber will not commercially exploit, reverse engineer, or decompile the CRSP® 

Data Files. Subscriber will not make any derivative product that would constitute a 
source or substitute for the CRSP® Data Files or any component of the CRSP® Data 
Files, from the CRSP® Data Files or any information or data derived from the CRSP® 

Data Files.   
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CRSP® Data Files may not be used in the construction of indices and/or products for 
sale or redistribution by Subscriber unless permitted in writing by CRSP®. CRSP® Data 
Files and specifically CRSP® indices products also may not be used by Subscriber to 
benchmark, evaluate or report on the performance of, or manage a fund, ETF, or other 
financial instrument. Likewise, CRSP® Data Files may not be used to calculate historical 
hypothetical returns for a particular investment methodology for compliance 
reporting and/or advertising purposes for a fund, ETF, or other financial instrument 
without additional fees.  

Subscriber agrees and acknowledges that, except as set forth herein, it is not licensed 
to access or distribute CRSP® Data Files through the Internet or any third-party 
timesharing service or other third-party information retrieval network unless such 
access and service has been previously approved by CRSP® in writing.  

Subscriber may not copy nor allow the copying of CRSP® Data Files in any form onto 
any device or medium, except for approved installation as provided for in these 
sections, without the express written consent of CRSP®, except solely to create back-up 
copies of the CRSP® Data Files for its internal use, subject to the terms of this 
Agreement, or to respond to or comply with requests by any court of appropriate 
jurisdiction or governmental agency or instrumentality.   

The license granted under this Agreement is for use by a single legal entity located at 
the specific campus identified in the preamble above. Additional locations or legal 
entities and users desiring access to the CRSP® Data Files must apply for a separate 
subscription. Additional locations, entities or users may be added by the addition of a 
schedule to this Agreement. A responsible Subscriber administrator shall retain 
exclusive custody over the CRSP® Data Files, and shall not allow the installation of 
CRSP® Data Files on systems not owned by the Subscriber and as otherwise limited 
elsewhere in this Agreement, and shall take all reasonable and prudent efforts as 
would be taken for the Subscriber’s own confidential information to assure that the 
CRSP® Data Files obtained by any faculty member, student or staff member will be 
used in accordance with the terms of this Agreement and will be protected from 
removal should the faculty member, student or staff member leave the Subscriber. The 
administrator agrees to inform users that the CRSP® Data Files are provided on a 
“license to use” basis to the Subscriber for a specific term, and that this license does 
not allow their use for private consulting or carry over to an individual’s engagement 
in activities for another entity or institution, or if the individual should leave the 
Subscriber, or if the license provided under this Agreement expires and is not renewed. 
This means that a departing individual may not take CRSP® Data Files with him or her 
on departure, even if he or she departs in the middle of a study involving CRSP® Data 
Files, and such individual must secure the proper licenses at his or her new institution 
or employer if such entity does not already subscribe to the necessary CRSP® Data 
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Files. The license to CRSP® Data Files also does not carry over to or allow access and/or 
use by “co-authors” or “co-researchers” at other institutions, if the individual’s 
institution is not also a subscriber to the necessary CRSP® Data Files. Storage, retrieval 
and processing of the CRSP® Data Files is limited to the systems or networks 
supporting the faculty, students and staff of a single campus (single legal entity located 
at the specific campus identified in the preamble above). The CRSP® Data Files may 
also be installed on up to ten (10) institutionally-owned standalone systems 
supporting faculty of Subscriber. In the case where CRSP® Data Files are installed on 
stand-alone systems (portable or desktop), the administrator must provide CRSP® with 
a list of such systems and users annually. CRSP® Data Files must be purged from such 
institutionally owned systems if the system (such as a laptop) is to be taken from the 
campus by a faculty member for other than an incidental trip, such as to accept a 
temporary assignment at another institution. The preparation of duplicate copies of 
the CRSP® Data Files, or the distribution/circulation of the CRSP® Data Files, is strictly 
prohibited. The CRSP® Data Files may not be installed on personal systems (not 
institutionally owned) of faculty, students or staff of Subscriber, although insubstantial 
extracts of data required for particular analysis processes may be temporarily 
downloaded to such systems as required for analysis and coursework, provided that 
steps are taken to assure that this data is purged once it is no longer required and/or 
the individual leaves the institution. Copying of entire files, such as “headfile.dat” or 
CRSP® Data Files converted to “SFA format” files, to individual systems is strictly 
prohibited. Off-site controlled limited access by appropriately secured means is 
permitted for faculty, students and staff of the subscribing campus for appropriate 
academic activities of the subscribing campus. It should be clearly noted that this 
license does not permit any users, with particular attention to users such as visiting 
and adjunct professors, or students engaged in part-time employment or alternate 
research at another firm, consortium, or institution, to utilize the CRSP® Data Files in 
these alternate endeavors, nor does this license carry over to any form of joint venture 
or consortium to which the subscribing institution belongs.  

Subscriber shall not make any use of the CRSP® Data Files other than the application 
of the data or information contained therein or derived therefrom for its own academic 
or business purposes in the normal course of its business at the specific campus 
identified in the preamble above and in the manner set forth in the Statement of Use, 
and shall not sell all or part of the CRSP® Data Files or any derivation therefrom. 
Subscriber will not communicate or disseminate any information or the raw data 
contained in the CRSP® Data Files in computer readable form to any third party, 
including any subsidiary or branch office of the Subscriber by any means whatsoever. 
This should not be construed as preventing the internal distribution or distribution to 
clients of online/electronic reports, reports in .pdf format, etc. What is precluded is the 
distribution of the raw data in machine readable or any other form, so that the recipient 
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could actually use the data, rather than taking out some form of additional 
subscription. Should Subscriber or any of its authorized users wish to utilize CRSP® 

Data Files for any personal, nonacademic, or profit-making endeavor not included in 
the Statement of Use specified in Appendix A hereto, such user shall first obtain 
CRSP®’s express written consent and obtain the necessary subscription or custom 
extract from CRSP®. Without limiting the foregoing, Subscriber and/or its employees, 
consultants, or students shall not use the CRSP® Data Files for private consulting, 
inclusion in unapproved private materials or publications such as textbooks, or to act 
as a service bureau. Subscriber may not use the CRSP® Data Files for consulting or 
other for-profit activities.  

Subscriber and/or its authorized user(s) wishing to publish excerpts from CRSP® 

Data Files or research results derived from CRSP® Data Files in any publications for 
which the Subscriber or its authorized user(s) will receive compensation or in any 
commercial endeavor must submit a separate permission request to CRSP®. 
Subscriber and/or its authorized user(s) may include research results that are derived 
from the CRSP® Data Files in scholarly, non-commercial articles and papers provided 
that the attribution indicated below is included and provided that no raw data points 
from the CRSP® Data Files are published. Any dissemination (including by electronic 
means or in any other form) of the research results made using the CRSP® Data Files 
shall include attribution to CRSP® as follows. “Calculated (or Derived) based on data 
from database name ©YYYY Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP®), The 
University of Chicago Booth School of Business.” YYYY being the year the database 
was published.  

Subscriber may allow access to the CRSP® Data Files by outside consultants or 
contractors on Subscriber’s site via Subscriber’s system for the express purpose of 
assisting development of Subscriber’s applications for CRSP® Data Files provided that, 
during the term of their engagement, Subscriber causes such consultants and/or 
contractors to comply with the terms of the Agreement and upon completion of their 
engagement all their rights and access to CRSP® Data Files must be terminated by 
Subscriber. Such access by outside consultants or contractors must be included in the 
workstation count as described in Appendix A hereto.  In providing the CRSP® Data 
Files, CRSP® uses names that it considers proprietary to identify variables.  

Subscriber acknowledges that such identifiers and descriptions were created by CRSP® 

through the expenditure of considerable work, time and money. Subscriber agrees to 
use CRSP® identifiers for data provided by CRSP® and understands that CRSP® 

identifiers (name or value) cannot be changed, modified, altered, appended to any 
other data series, or updated with data from any source other than CRSP®. Subscriber 
further acknowledges that certain CRSP® data element names are trademarked, and 
that the development of any product or service linking to CRSP® Data Files via CRSP® 
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elements PERMNO and PERMCO will require an additional Redistribution 
Agreement with CRSP®, and that any linking via CUSIP will require an additional 
license from the S&P CUSIP Service Bureau. The list of these identifiers is as follows: 
PERMNO®, PERMCO®, NPERMNO®, NPERMCO®, CRSPID®, INDNO®, CRSP 
LINK®.  

Subscriber shall use all reasonable steps to protect CRSP®’s proprietary rights and 
copyright in the data supplied (including, but not limited to, any and all reasonable 
steps which may be expressly required in writing by CRSP®), and will protect the data 
in no less than the manner in which it would protect its own confidential or proprietary 
information. Subscriber will inform all users and potential users of CRSP® Data Files 
of CRSP®’s proprietary rights in its files.  

Post-Termination If this Agreement lapses or is terminated or otherwise cancelled, 
Subscriber is obligated to erase and/or to destroy the original and all copies of the 
CRSP® Data Files, including, but not limited to, copies containing all or part of the data 
which are in machinereadable form or hardcopy. Subscriber shall comply with the 
provisions of this section within thirty (30) days of the expiration or cancellation of the 
subscription, and shall certify in writing to CRSP® by the completion and return of a 
properly executed certification substantially in the form of Appendix C hereto that 
such compliance has taken place. The certification must be by the dean or an associate 
dean responsible for administration, or the librarian responsible for all data contracts 
and subscriptions for the institution.  

CRSP® Data Files commingled with other data and programs of Subscriber in computer 
archival backup storage need not be erased or destroyed on cancellation provided any 
copies created by any computer restore/recovery function or process are immediately 
erased or destroyed without usage.   


